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One of the main criticisms of scored and interpreted music in 'Soledad de la música' is that 'toda comunicación de [una] obra por un ejecutante ya es versión, interpretación, no la Obra misma ' (293) . This statement conveys the central thematic concerns of versions, or interpretations, and the notion of a putative original, where there is a fundamental aim of collapsing the breach between the two. As Cortázar proceeds to explain, underlining in his focus on the written score that this is the same problematic found in the use of language:
por muy sutil que sea su notación […] el inexpresable fluido que informa una Música, que surge del sonido plasmado por el espíritu del artista de una manera única, innominable, corre riesgo mortal en toda interpretación. (293, italics mine)
The centrality of these considerations to 'Clone' is evident from the basic elements of the story, which concerns a tightknit group of eight singers. Their unity is based around their performing apparently to perfection the madrigals of Carlo Gesualdo (?1566-1613) , the Italian composer who murdered his wife and her lover. In terms which resonate with the lines cited above from 'Soledad de la música', the singers study the music scores -significantly referred to as 'textos' (Queremos, 111) -and try to repeat the moment when the composer 'ali[ó] los poemas a la melodía' (111), seeking with each performance 'ese esquivo centro del que surgirá la realidad del madrigal' (111) rather than just producing 'una de las tantas versiones mecánicas que a veces escuchaban en discos ' (111) . Musically, that is, they are aiming at a 'direct communication' with the composer and the moment of composition, Gesualdo as both man and music, as we are told, variously, that 'todo parece girar en torno a Gesualdo' (105), and that 'ese centro era la música y en torno a ella las luces de ocho vidas, de ocho juegos, los pequeños ocho planetas de sol Monteverdi, del sol Josquin des Prés, del sol Gesualdo ' (112) . Yet this image of the singers circling around the grounding and determining presence of Gesualdo and his music also signals the presence of an underlying linguistic model, in that it chimes with a Derrida-esque portrayal of words revolving around the Word, or transcendental signified, as the full presence and/of meaning at which Western thought (language) aims. Indeed, this is suggested more strongly still in the manuscript version, which reads 'ese esquivo centro del que surgirá la plena realidad del madrigal' (MS5:5, italics mine). 9 For Derrida, each signifier gains meaning via a process of difference from other signifiers, hence its 'full' meaning is endlessly deferred as ever more signifiers are brought into its web of signification. The transcendental signified would be the end point of signification, closing off the process of language, or différance, as Derrida terms it.
10 And yet it is precisely an end to such a process that is highlighted by the idea of the 'clone' and its apparent attainment of the centre written out by language. One of the singers, Roberto, uses the term to describe the lack of division or difference between the group's eight members, with Lucho explaining that this refers to the fact that 'el canto y la vida y hasta los pensamientos eran una sola cosa en ocho cuerpos' (Queremos, 110, italics mine). In effect, then, the text implies that the words (singers) have been reduced to the indivisible Word (originary musical ideation, where composer and music are themselves 'one').
But even within the terms used to describe this unity and oneness there are already problems, not least in the insistence on the image of the eight musicians revolving around this composer/music centre. Such an image, as I have already suggested, implies an inscription within rather than an escape from the Derridean portrayal of language's workings. Similarly, the very use of the word 'clone' raises a number of problems. W.J.T. Mitchell, in the chapter on clonophobia in Cloning Terror: the war of images, 9/11 to the present (2011), talks of 'deep cloning', which 'goes beyond the visual or phenomenal surface to copy the inner structure and workings of an entity '. 11 This definition recalls the use of the word in genetics both in science and science fiction, the latter being particularly relevant here, given that
Roberto came across the term whilst reading this literary genre (Queremos, 110) , and it reflects both the group's desire to attain a oneness with the moment of musical ideation beyond the surface of the score and the claimed indistinguishability of its members. Yet the definition cited above reveals the term to be destabilising on both fronts. Firstly, it underscores the nature of the group('s renditions) as a copy of, rather than one with, that moment or centre. The term 'clone' speaks, that is, of the group as a marker of iterability, of the move away from plenitude into the realm of replication and duplication, of écriture in its broadest sense. 12 Secondly, in alluding to the genetic understanding of term, it undermines the 'clone'-like oneness of the eight singers: no genetic clone is ever entirely the same as the entity of which it is a clone, as there are always differences in its development and behaviour, not least because stimuli and experiences can never be repeated exactly. On both levels, then, the use of the word 'clone' implies the sort of web of relationships that constitutes the basis of language.
Reflecting some of these problems, the story tells of the gradual disintegration of the group's unity, as there are hints of an attraction between Sandro, the group's director, and
Mario's wife, Franca, both of whom are singers in the group. This disintegration is linked specifically to a loss of contact with the 'originary' essence of Gesualdo's music: as the situation gets worse, the characters see that 'todo se volverá cada vez más mecánico, se pegará impecable a la partitura y al texto, será Carlo Gesualdo sin amor y sin celos' (Queremos, 113, italics mine) , that is, just another performance out of contact with the original Work at the ideational moment. It is worth noting that the manuscript version of the story has 'la palabra' instead of 'el texto' here, underlining the pre-eminence of a linguistic concern at the heart of the story. And a closer look at other elements of the text's composition also reveals an increasing emphasis on this loss of an originary contact or oneness. During an early discussion by the characters about Gesualdo's life, for example, the manuscript version reads, 'ésa es la noticia de policía, el informativo flash de mediodía' (MS5:5), whereas the published version has 'ésa es la noticia de policía o el flash de las doce y media' (Queremos, 105) . This change from the symbolically charged midday to the more mundane half-past twelve speaks of a shift away from a time associated with the apogee of light, a perfect, shadow-less time, linked with divinities from the Egyptian sun-god Re to Christ, 13 bound up by implication with the idea of a momentary glimpse of a prelapsarian Word. Instead, Cortázar emphasises the breach opened up between such a moment and the linguistic version ('noticia de policía', 'flash') we have of it. Similarly, in the story's seventh section, when we are given details of the group's discussions of how best to perform Gesualdo's madrigals, the manuscript version's description of Lucho's call to 'dejar flotando la melodía en toda su ambigüedad gesualdesca' (MS5:5) is altered in the published version to 'dejar que la melodía fluya en toda su ambigüedad gesualdesca ' (Queremos, 112) . This apparently minor alteration of 'flotar' to 'fluir' represents a concerted shift from an identification of performance as fully presencing an all-imbuing, timeless and originary essence towards an underlining of the temporal, a move, that is, from pre-to postlapsarian being, with the attendant fall into the flow of time and language, here in the guise of musical performance.
Most crucially, however, the group's supposed unity, both internally amongst its members and with the originary music(al moment), is, from the beginning, outside the text:
the story begins with the group already in the process of disintegration and where a oneness with the Work is only ever referred to in the indefinite past. We read, for example, that 'alguna vez ese centro era la música' (112, italics mine). And the published versión is notably more insistent in this regard than the earlier manuscript: whereas the latter ends the fourth section stating: 'Sandro era el mejor de más músico de todos nosotros, sin él no seríamos nada' (MS5:5), the published version adds: 'Esto que fuimos, murmura Lucho' (Queremos, 109). Indeed, several notable additions in the published version go further, questioning whether such unity ever was. Significantly, for instance, when Paola refers back to the supposed moment when things changed, no such moment can be located: 'Hasta que.
Porque ahora algo había cambiado desde.' (107); and, as Roberto later asks, '¿dónde empieza lo sano, dónde hay que cortar si no ha pasado nada, si nadie puede decir que haya pasado alguna cosa?' (109), implying the possibility that the current state of affairs is the way it has always been.
Returning to the specific question of the group's musical practices, it is notable to what extent references to their performances and procedures are inscribed within terms which resonate with the critique found in 'Soledad de la música'. For a start, the story places great emphasis on the group's ensayos, with mention made of their frequent rehearsals in just the second sentence. Certainly this conveys the notion of an attempt to get the piece exactly 'right'. But the insistence on the ensayos and a correct reading of the musical textos (111) signals that what is at stake is a reading, an interpretation which is tied to, and does not go beyond, the score, whatever the claims made within the story by the singers. Indeed, this problem is highlighted by Cortázar in the essay 'Melancolía de las maletas', where he talks eulogically about the practice of 'takes' in jazz recording, before underlining the 'diferencia entre "ensayo" y take. El ensayo va llevando paulatinamente hacia la perfección, no cuenta como producto, es presente en función de futuro'. 14 The ensayo, then, is an endless journey towards a perfect rendering of the score, in contrast to the take, which is always, as this extract proceeds to underline, original. In emphasising ensayos as the basis on which the The reference to Rivero's tango, almost certainly 'Amablemente', in which a man discovers his wife in bed with another and kills her, stabbing her thirty-four times, is only added, then, vulgarized, made the subject of endless poems, and later even fashioned into a novella. We have a myriad details, but a considerable amount of sorting out is required to get at the truth, and even then a few enigmas remain'. 15 Furthermore, an additional result of Cortázar's engagement with this aspect of the story of Gesualdo is that it further problematises the aims and claims of the group. Not only does it underline the axiomatic impossibility of any perfect performance, including their attempted rendering of the madrigals at their ideational moment, but it also, specifically, writes out any unmediated, 'correct' understanding of the events that, in the version espoused by Roberto, provoked the feelings Gesualdo sought to transmute into those madrigals. Moreover, the specific allusion to Rivero's twentieth-century, Argentine tango, not as a musicalised version of Gesualdo's act, but, implied by Roberto's words, as anachronistically constituting a model for it, a basis for understanding it, underscores how any event or person is ineluctably perceived by an individual through association with texts (literary, musical, et al.) that pertain to their own location in place and time.
In this reading of these two types of performance on the group's part -of Gesualdo's music and of his life -we thus go some way to making sense of the scenario that 'Clone' seems sets up. Rather than a paradox, where the move away from a perfect musical The second sentence of this note appears in an amended form in the published versión ('casi todo lo que conozco sobre música y músicas me viene de la tapa de los discos, que leo con sumo cuidado y provecho' (Queremos, 127)). But the omitted first sentence is more significant, emphasising the intertwined, symbiotic relationship between music and writing, and, more particularly, scored music and literature, that underlies both this description of Cortázar's literary modus operandi and the story whose evolution it charts. In this respect it is also worth commenting on a revision Cortázar made within the story itself, where the line 'pero ahora hay mujeres que también componen tangos y ya no se canta siempre la misma cosa' (105, italics mine) appears in the manuscript version as 'pero ahora que hay mujeres que también escriben tangos ya no se cuenta siempre la misma cosa' (MS5:5, italics mine), a revealing conflation of the linguistic and the musical, literature and scored music. Bach no indicó instrumentos que debían emplearse, salvo en el Trío-Sonata para flauta, violín y clave; a lo largo del tiempo incluso el orden de las partes dependió de la voluntad de los músicos encargados de presentar la obra. (122) Yet what soon becomes apparent is that Cortázar has looked not to improvise, but to repeat -to perform -a very specific interpretation of the piece:
En este caso me serví de la realización de Millicent Silver para ocho instrumentos contemporáneos de Bach, que permite seguir en todos sus detalles la elaboración de cada pasaje, y que fue grabado por el London Harpsichord Ensemble en el disco Saga XID 5237. (122) Matching the eight singers to the eight instruments of the Saga LP version, and having them appear in the story in the same combinations as in the musical performance, with the story divided into sections corresponding to each part of Bach's piece, 'Clone' thus preempts the narrative's focus on the reading of a score and the attempted perfect rendering of the original that that score putatively represents, an impression further enhanced by the methodical preparatory notes which accompany the manuscript version of the story and epilogue. 17 He is engaged, that is, in a textual performance of the Saga LP -effectively the score which he is reading -which is itself the inscription of Millicent Silver's interpretation and performance of Bach's score. Moreover, it transpires that the actual 'score' that Cortázar used to plan and compose his story was not the LP played and read by a stylus, but a photocopy of the LP's sleeve and the notes written on it:
Viajé a una playa llevando la fotocopia de la tapa del disco In sum, what we are left with is a scenario whereby the story and its epilogue are replete with personae (both characters and authors) who are at once composers, interpreters, and performers of literary/linguistic and musical texts. Within this scenario, the notion of a desired perfect interpretation is shown to be illusory, in part due to the fact that any actual knowledge of, indeed, even the existence of, a supposed 'originary' is written out. But, more significantly, the implication is not only that the (creative and ontological) freedom of these personae is undermined by their reliance upon this process of interpretation and re-enactment in their performative choices (to perform the madrigal of Gesualdo; to write following the structure of the Musical Offering), but that their actions and, hence, lives, are governed on both a conscious and an unconscious level by these texts, or, to be more precise, these textual But what of the two different approaches to scored music that we have here? The approach of the group recalls the same logocentrism that underpins Western thought and language, whilst demonstrating that performance is always just a version of what has gone before, of a previous text/score. And, at first glance, it would seem as if Cortázar's own performance repeats this, being beset by the same fallacious goal of performing a pre-existing piece to perfection. But in his case it comes with a ludic awareness of the chain of versions, of performances, in which his text, as the opera Clone demonstrates, is taking its place. One might say that Cortázar's overall approach is a variation on that of the group of madrigal singers in his story. Or should that be the other way round?
Coda
The reading of 'Clone' that I have proposed is based on the importance of scored music, language, and performance both in 'Clone' and in the 'marker' text 'Soledad de la música'.
Yet, just as within the text there is a sense of encroachment felt by both Cortázar when writing the story and the group on their tour, as the Prince of Verona's person and life impose themselves on both (sets of) 'performers', so too in constructing the above reading, what might be termed the 'orthodox' reading of the story has been hard to resist. And, as with 'Clone' itself, it is perhaps in the interaction between these two readings or interpretations that a fuller appreciation of this story is found.
Steven Boldy lays bare the basic schema that operates in Cortázar's fiction, underscoring the sense of a divided humanity where what society deems barbaric, undesirable, 'other' is rejected and repressed, its existence within both society and the individual silenced and denied rather than encountered and redeemed. 29 The inner tensions within humanity, tensions made such by the very divisions operated by thought, language, and action, are brushed under the carpet, violently, only to return again in order to offer a chance for reconciliation between what are now construed as opposing 'sides' to humankind.
The result, though, is usually the continuation of the cycle. The tensions that increasingly invade 'Clone', then, suggest the applicability of such a template to the story. Certainly there is a frequent sense of things being silenced or covered up, in each case appearing as an attempt at limiting any threat to the prevailing, dominant discourse of the self (in this instance, the clone). Thus, the failure to verbalise the apparent moment at which the group's unity began to disintegrate ('Hasta que. Porque ahora algo había cambiado desde.'
(Queremos, 107)), aside from being a disclosure that such unity never was, also harbours an unspoken desire to erase from language and consciousness that which is seen to threaten the clone's unified façade. This sense of barely-contained threat, simmering beneath the cracking surface of the clone is perceptible throughout much of the story, the repetitious emphasis on 'por debajo' underlining this point in the following passage:
De golpe así, mirar de otra manera a Mario y a Sandro que discutían de música, como si por debajo imaginara otra discusión. Pero no, de eso no hablaban, justamente de eso era seguro que no hablaban. En fin, quedaba el hecho de que la única verdadera pareja era la de Mario y Franca aunque desde luego no era de eso que estaban discutiendo Mario y Sandro. Aunque a lo mejor por debajo, siempre por debajo. (107) Significantly, this is an aspect of the narrative that Cortázar enhanced in the published version of the story. In the lines just cited, for example, the repeated 'por debajo' is not found in the manuscript version, and there is, in general, a heightened insistence on things being sensed and implied, rather than stated. As an example of this, whereas in the third sub-section of section seven in the manuscript version, the idea that the group's performances are becoming mechanical (and 'imperfect') is prefaced with the line 'Pero Sandro ha comprendido lo que iba a decirle Lucho' (MS5:5), in the published versión this becomes 'Se siente en el aire que Sandro ha comprendido lo que Lucho iba a decirle' (Queremos, 113).
My reading of the story following Boldy's template thus implies that the clone is a textual representation of Western civilisation, the civilised self aligned with order, control, laws, and language throughout his fiction. Moreover, this self, on both a societal and an The group, then, apparently searching for the original of which it is to be the clone, by this reading in fact engages in an act of self-assertion, subsuming Gesualdo within itself. Stimmen, vol. V (Hamburg: Ugrino Verlag, 1958) , 67-9; 51-3. The reference to these two madrigals constitutes a late revision: the manuscript version talks of 'Aqui suspiro al cuore' instead of 'Poichè l'avida sete' and 'Ah dimmi' instead of 'O voi, troppo felici'. I have been unable to ascertain the origin of these two pieces, but they are not Gesualdo madrigals.
portrayed as an integral part of the group's very approach to its task. Moreover, these characteristics of Gesualdo and his music also underscore that the idea(l) of breaking down the barriers erected by both language and scored music to arrive at the emotional, human subject transmitted in these communicative milieux does not alter the fact that every human centre in question is precisely that: human, and thus riven by the tension and divisions effected internally on both an individual and societal level by the structures of language, thought, and custom through which we have our being. In their goal of a univocal centre, then, the group is at once repeating the exclusion of tensions found in the rejection of lo otro throughout Cortázar's fiction and drawing attention to the problematic attempt at (re)gaining a sense of unified humanity without finding oneself slipping into the same repressive structures and approaches.
Having thus identified how 'Clone' depicts the group as an example of language, scored music, and Western 'civilised' humanity's being responsible for and bound up in In applying Boldy's conceptual template, what thus becomes clear is that, as with my earlier reading, the story refuses to be bound by a single, monolithic interpretation. Rather, there are, once more, several different performances being enacted, each of which play into and impact the others. In short, I am suggesting that the two readings I have offered here must be brought together. When we do this, we see that 'Clone' offers an opportunity to revise our understanding of the repression-return-repression schema that operates in Cortázar's texts, and, in particular, in his short stories, in that the story makes it impossible to isolate such a schema from the notion of an ineluctable web of interpretation(s), versions, and variations on themes: let us not forget that Franca's killing, a primary element in my application of Boldy's template, is determined by the textual (and scored music) requirements of there being only seven players present at the end of the story. This story discloses, then, that the cycle of repression-return-repression is not simply a mechanism by which the other is rejected and then makes its presence felt again, only to be rejected once more. Rather, it symbolises the fact that being is underwritten by the repetition, both conscious and going on por debajo in his other stories. Moreover, the implication of such an understanding of Cortázar's fiction is that the breaking of the repression-return-repression cycle is not simply bound up with the need for a radically different response to the other('s return), but is attendant with a more essential and less easily defined breaking free from the interpretative and performative structures through which we live and make sense of ourselves and the world, structures which are innate characteristics of both language and scored music. In 'Clone', then, the avoidance of a repetition of Gesualdo's murderous act in response to the irruption of the other is not a question of a different reaction to the affair between wife and lover, but a refusal to be bound by the structures of interpretation and performance. The murder is repeated not, ultimately, because of a simple desire to maintain the group's façade of unity, but because Mario insists on re-performing the murder in a more orchestrated way, to madrigalizarlo, and because Cortázar insisted on accurately performing Millicent Silver's interpretation of Bach's Musical Offering, where seven instruments (voices) are present at the text's dénouement.
There is one further conclusion that can be drawn from 'Clone'. Not only does it offer a reappraisal of the nature of human beings as sites of the coming together of performative chains, as well as enabling a new vista on the understanding of the repression-returnrepression schema. It also asks to be understood as a comment on the wider act of reading, of interpretation per se. As this article has shown, alongside the multiple interpretations, both textual and musical, of different events, musical pieces, and stories, each of which can be classified as 'text', and as played out by both characters and composers/authors, we must add how the story addresses and guides the reader. In my study, I have revealed how the story as the characters and Cortázar find themselves obliged to do. And, like them, we find ourselves engaging in a series of interpretations, each of which impacts the others, each of which sends us back to others, refusing any finalising or putatively perfect interpretation or version of how the story is to be understood, much like the end of the story's epilogue, which sends the story and its meaning back into the world of its multi-performative narrative. We are, then, forced into the position of the clone itself: incapable of locating the 'centre', incapable of finding a sense of unity or finality of interpretation. And yet the story also shows us how to avoid the clone's error. For its insistence on our (and its) engagement with multiple texts, its insistence on the need for us to offer an endless multiplicity of interpretations of it stands in sharp contrast to the tunnel-visioned approach of the group, who maintain the illusion of the existence of the centre, of a point of finality, of, in a word, logocentrism. We may be inextricably bound up in a performative and interpretative web, but in revelling in its boundlessness, we may at least occupy a space of playful acquiescence.
